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A simple representation of the OjjQQ Green's Function in the
strong coupling quenched approximation to lattice QCD is used to
illustrate the nature of color force saturation in chromodynamics.
The example shows that configuration mixing allows a binding energy
of a few MeV in a Q<?OjJ "molecule" formed from mesons with mass
1 GeV. In lattice QCD, configuration mixing can be calculated on
the same footing with glueball exchange effects by measuring the
appropriate operators in a Monte Carlo simulation.

If one accepts quantum chromodynamics (QCD) as the correct,
underlying theory of the strong interactions one is confronted with
the challenge of using it directly to provide an understanding of
nuclear physics from first principles. Although the nuclear force
is too important to be left solely to models, the task of applying
QCD to nuclear problems will not be simple or straightforward. In
particular, since the binding of quarks and gluons into color-

singlet hadrons is known to be a
topic which cannot be treated
perturbatively so the residual
forces which assemble hadrons
into larger objects also cannot
be perturbative.

The underlying complexity of
a nonAbelian gauge field theory
mitigates against the formulation
of any simple, reliable model of
chromodynamics. The fact that
gluons in QCD, as well as the
quarks, are known to be charged
means that the dynamics are
inherently nonlinear.

There seems to be evidence
for nonlinear dynamical effects
in the structure of siraple nuclei
as indicated in the sketch in
Fig. 1. In a typical nucleus,
the distance between quarks in
distinct hadrons is roughly
comparable to the distance
between quarks in the same
hadron. A measure of the
distance between quarks in a
nucleon is
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<r>ch S 4 GeV-
1 . (1)

While an estimate of the distance between the nearest neighbor
nucleons in He is

<r>HN - 6 GeV"
1 . (2)

These distances are not dissimilar even though hadronic level
splittings are indicative of the binding energies of quarks within
hadrons

*295 GeV »

are much larger than nuclear binding energies

AEnuclear/Baryon ~ ;01 Ge? * <4>

The difference between the two energy scales is suggestive of an
important nonlinear effect associated with color force saturation.

To obtain a feeling for the nature of color force saturation in
chromodynamics, we must resort to nonperturbative tools. Our choice
of calculational method will start with the lattice regularization
of the nonAbelian gauge theory. We will not attempt to justify the
lattice approach beyond the observation that the lattice
regularization is independent of a gauge choice and allows
calculations both in the weak-coupling perturbative regime and in
the strong coupling expansion. In addition, explicit Monte Carlo
simulations can be used to interpolate between the two regions.
Lattice regularization is therefore very flexible and constitutes a
systematically improvable, nonperturbative approach to a field
theory.

The simplest hadronic system one can deal with is a massive fjQ
pair fixed in space at a distance L from each other. In the
Euclidean space formulation of our gauge theory, the operator which
creates a Q?j pair at time t = 0 and annihilates them at time t = T
is a Wilson loop. In the strong coupling limit of QCD we can
calculate the lowest order (in 1/g ) contribution to the Wilson loop
by tiling the area A = LT with n = Vila fundamental plaquettes so
that the group integrals are nonzero. This gives

lia <NCL,T,g2)> = ( - V 2

3g C5)
exp[-oLT]

a linear rising potential where

o(a,g2) = I/a2 lim(3g2) , (6)
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is the string tension. The observation that lattice QCD in the
quenched approximation with no dynamical degrees of freedom associ-
ated with quarks gives rise to a linear potential between iiassive
sources at large distances is more general than the strong coupling
expansion. It also emerges from detailed Monte Carlo studies.

We now turn to the study of the QtjQ'J system. For our purposes,
it suffices to consider the quarks and antiquarks fixed at the
corners of a rectangle. As shown in Fig. 2, there are two
independent ways to decompose the system into color—singlet mesons.
The Euclidean-space Green's function is therefore a 2 x 2 matrix in
color space. The lattice operators which correspond to the entries
in this matrix are sketched in Fig. 3.

The diagonal elements correspond to two distinct Wilson loops
representing the creation and annihilation" of the same pair of
mesons. The off-diagonal elements correspond to the situation where
the quarks are created in one configuration and annihilated in the
other. The calculation of the operators represented by these
generalized Wilson surfaces in the strong coupling limit proceeds
tauch the same as the calculation of a single Wilson loop. The
tiling of the off diagonal entries involves surfaces such as shown in

Fig. 4 where at time t = ta there is a spacelike surface which
allows the flux lines to switch. For Lj = L2 we must sua over all
such tilings to get the appropriate contribution to the configura-
tion mixing. If we calculate each entry in the color—space matrix
to lowest order in the strong coupling expansion, we get for I»j < 1
and (Lj-I^T < LjL2



with
exp(-2aL2T)

«CLrl.2,T) = e
oh L - 2 < j L i T ~2oL2T
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(7)
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The off-diagonal elements are small. We can diagonalize this 2 x 2
matrix, D = R~1(e)HR(e) by rotating through 6 with

tan 29 =
2e
j- W 2 2 o(L2-L1)a *

Configuration mixing induces an energy shift which allows the
binding of the QljQQ into a "molecule". The maximum energy shift

occurs when Lj = 1*2 = !•• A plot of AE/EQ where E Q = 2oL is shown in
Fig. 5. We see that the binding associated with configuration
nixing can be a few MeV when aL is 1 GeV. this is a component of
nuclear binding energy which does not appear in typical nuclear
models which involve exchange mechanisms between hadrons. We have
to unlock the color degrees of freedom to see it.
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This simple example provides a good starting point to the study
of color force saturation but it is woefully incomplete. Even
within the limitations of the strong-coupling quenched
approximation, we have not dealt adequately with the glueball
exchange mechanism. We have not considered the most general
geometry for the static sources and we have not considered the fact
that when strings are allowed to oscillate, there exist
configurations for which the mixing encountered above is
significantly enchanced. While it is possible to treat all these
effects systematically within the strong-coupling approximation, a
simpler approach is also available. We can do Monte Carlo
simulations to ceasure the generalized Wilson surfaces which appear
as the elements of our Green's function. Since they are independent
operators, we can separately evaluate the correlation function which
represents exchange effects in the diagonal elements and the
connected operator which measures the configuration mixing. Both of
these operators will contribute to the possible binding of the
static QQ pairs into a nucleus. If these operators are evaluated in
Monte Carlo simulations we are not tied to the limitations of the
strong coupling approximation.

The direct approach to color force saturation quickly becomes
cumbersome as we increase the number of sources. The state with 6
distinct quarks has 10 different ways to fora two color singlets so
that the analog o? the QQQQ Green's function becomes a 10 x 10
matrix in color space. In order to proceed, we would need to use
extra symmetries involving the space and flavor degrees of freedom
to narrow down the problem. The basic observation which carries
over into more complicated channels is that we can focus on
operators which give the correlation function between separated
nucleons and the configuration mixing so that it is not necessary to
resolve energy shifts associated with the formation of extended
nuclei from the noise in the multibaryon spectrum. This means that
"nuclear" lattice calculations do not necessarily involve several
orders of magnitude more computing power than "hadronic" spectral
calculations. This gives us a chance to formulate a calculation
which can give quantitative results about the nuclear force.
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